
Arima Race Club 
NOTES FROM THE STEWARDS 

RACEDAY 14 
FRIDAY 3RD MAY, 2019. 

 
STIPENDARY STEWARDS:  RICHARD FREEMAN  ROBERT BERNARD  ERROL MC DAVID 
 

RACE 1  N I L 
 
RACE 2 
The Stewards received an objection by jockey Y. Serrrano rider of #1 PRECISE MOMENT, placed fifth, against #4 

JESSE’S GIRL, placed second, ridden by A. Poon for foul riding at the 600 metre mark. 
 
Upon review of the video footage and hearing from the jockeys involved the Stewards noted that JESSE’S GIRL drifted 
in throughout the backstretch run and eventually tightened PRECISE MOMENT who had to be steadied.  The Stewards 
concluded the result was not affected and allowed the placings to stand.  However apprentice Poon was fined $100.00 for 
careless riding. 
 
RACE 3 
The Stewards noted that #2 LOIS LANE refused under orders.  This being the third consecutive time that the horse has 
refused under orders it was banned from taking entry in the future. 
 
The Stewards received an objection from apprentice T. Phillips rider of #11 UNO MAS, placed fourth against #12 PURE 

STRIKE, placed third, ridden by J. Marin, for crossing out of the gates.  Upon review of the video footage and hearing 
from the jockeys involved the Stewards noted that the horses bounced coming out of the gates with the contact being 
initiated by UNO MAS which broke outward.  The Stewards considered the incident accidental and overruled the 
objection. 
 
RACE 4  N I L 
 
RACE 5 

The Official Veterinarian reported that #7 STEVE AUSTIN bled externally in both nostrils and indicative of E.I.P.H. 

 
The Stewards noted #1 SMOKNLIKEAROCKSTAR was slowly away. 
 
RACE 6 
The Stewards called an enquiry having noted that jockey J. Marin, rider of  #10 DANGEROUS LIAISON, fell 
approaching the 600 metre mark while #2 PAINTED BUDDHA, fell in the homestretch.  Upon review of the video 
footage the Stewards noted as follows: 

(i) In respect of the first incident jockey Marin seemed to lose control of this mount which drifted inwards 
approaching the 600 metre mark and fell from his mount.  Jockey Marin was unable to be interviewed to give an 
account of the incident. 

(ii) In respect of the second incident #2 PAINTED BUDDHA suffered a catastrophic injury to his left front 
leg which caused jockey Blackman to fall.  In the circumstances there was no need to interview jockey Blackman. 

 
The Official Veterinarian reported that #2 PAINTED BUDDHA suffered a complete open fracture of left fetlock and had 
to be euthanised. 
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